Question
1.
a.
b.
C.

2.

a.

b.

Who is this man?
In what year and month did
Hitler attack the Soviet
Union?
Give two reasons why Hitler
attacked Soviet Russia?
What was the name of
Hitler's operation to defeat
Moscow in September
1941?
Explain how the Soviets
prevented Moscow being
captured. Make four points.

Joseph Stalin
June 1941

1
1

Racism, needed materials,
Lebensraum (living space), hated
Communism, world domination,
thought he could win.
Operation Typhoon

2

Award one mark for a point. Possible
points that may be made:







3.

a.
b.

What resource did Hitler
want to the south of Russia?
Explain how German
bombing of Stalingrad made
capturing the city harder for
them.

Award one mark for a point, and
another mark for some explanation of
that point. Possible points that may be
made:






4

Defensive lines.
Women and children dug
trenches.
Any point mentioning the
weather.
Ski troops.
Cavalry.
Hitler attacked too late.

Any other relevant points can get
marks too.
Oil




1

Bombing created rubble.
Russians defended rubble
heaps for a long time.
The Russians became angrier
and more determined to fight
on.
Stalin’s order was to take not
one step back.
A bombed city was harder to
move German men and tanks
through.
Russian counter-offensive.

1
4




There were little resources left
for the Germans to use to keep
warm.
Disease spread easily.

Award marks for any other relevant
points.
For this question, use the following
best fit from the table below.

4

‘The Russians defeated
Hitler and won World War
II.’ Do you agree?
Explain your answer. Aim to
talk about both ways in
which Russia was the reason
for Hitler's defeat and ways
in which other nations
played a part. Be sure to
come to a definite
conclusion one way or the
other.

Level 1

Describes some reasons for OR against the statement.

1-3

Level 2

Low quality of English – SpaG (Spelling, punctuation and
grammar)
Explains some reasons for OR against the statement.

4-7

OR
Describes some reasons from both sides of the statement.
Comes to a basic conclusion as to whether the statement is true
or not but this may not be explained.
Level 3

Good SPaG – some mistakes but not many.
Complex explanations of arguments BOTH for and against the
statement.
Comes to a clear, reasoned conclusion.
Excellent SPaG with very few errors.

8-10

When you have found a mark out of 24, use this grid to show what grade you have
achieved:
Marks
10 or less
11-14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Grade
2
3
4c
4a
5c
5b
5a
6c
6b
6a
7c
7b

